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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A ridge connector interconnects the two end abutting 
sections of the cambered upper chord of a pitched truss 
joist. The connector includes a bearing plate abutting the 
end of one of the chord sections, a tongue anchored to the 
section, a coupling plate extending outwardly from the 
bearing plate for coupling to a cooperating plate on a 
companion ridge connector, and stiifening web members 
underlying the tongue and overlying the coupling plate. 

This invention relates to ridge connectors for pitched 
truss joists. Structural pitched truss joists of one well 
known class comprise a lower chord, a cambered upper 
chord including two sections arranged end to end at a 
predetermined angle to each other and a plurality of links 
interconnecting the upper and lower chords. The adjacent 
ends of the upper chord sections are coupled together at 
the predetermined angle by means of a ridge connector. 
To be suitable for this application, the ridge connector 

must be stable, must maintain the proper camber and 
must resist the various stresses which are applied to the 
truss during its manufacture, erection and use. 

Accordingly, it is the general object of the present in 
vention to provide a ridge connector for pitched truss 
joists of the class described which is characterized by the 
following functional and economic adr'antagesz 

(1) It maintains the proper camber in the upper chordv 
(2) It is adaptable for use with pitched truss joists of 

varying camber including chord-connecting links arranged 
at various angles. 

(3) It resists effectively the various stresses placed 
upon it during manufacture, erection and use. 

(4) It may be applied in the manufacture of pitched 
truss joists of otherwise standard construction, using con 
ventional truss joist fabricating machinery. 

(5) The ?nished truss joist may be assembled rapidly, 
without the necessity of using special equipment. 
The manner in which the foregoing and other objects 

of this invention are accomplished will be apparent from 
the accompanying speci?cation and claims considered to 
gether with the drawings, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary view in side elevation of a 

pitched truss joist including the ridge connector of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of one of the connectors; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary view in plan of the pitched 

truss joist of FIG. 1, illustrating the manner of applying 
the ridge connector; and 

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary sectional view taken along line 
4-—4 of FIG. 3. 
As illustrated in FIG. 1, the ridge connector of my 

invention is adapted for use with a pitched truss joist 
comprising broadly a lower chord 10, an upper chord 
comprising two sections 12 arranged end to end at a 
predetermined angle to each other and a plurality of in 
terconnecting links of Varying length, 14, 15 and 16. 
Lower chord 10 and upper chords 12 may comprise 
2 x 4’s, 2 x 6’s or other structural pieces arranged ?atwise, 
facing each other. The connecting links 16 may com 
prise lengths of aluminum tubing having ?attened per 
forated ends. 
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The chords may be provided with arcuate slots 18 ar 
ranged at appropriate longitudinal spacings and with 
transverse openings 29 which intercept the slots. The truss 
joist is assembled by inserting the flattened ends of the 
links into slots 18 in overlapped relation and inserting 
pins 22 through openings 20 and the aligned openings in 
the ?attened ends of the links. 

Truss joists of this class wherein the chords are ar 
ranged parallel to each other are a standard item of 
manufacture, with established manufacturing routines 
and ef?ciently designed manufacturing apparatus. 

It is the purpose of the present invention to provide 
a connector for use in the manufacture of pitched truss 
joists of the same general class, without requiring sub 
stantial modi?cation of the mill procedure and manu 
facturing apparatus. 
To this end there is provided the unique connector il 

lustrated in FIG. 2. 
The principal modi?cation of the conventional truss 

joist construction required to accommodate the connec 
tor of that ?gure is the provision of an upper chord 12 
in two sections. These are formed, for example, by saw 
ing a conventionally manufactured chord transversely at 
a location predetermined to intercept one of slots 18, thus 
providing a special recess 180 which communicates with 
the squared planar end of upper chord section 12. This 
may be used to anchor the herein described ridge con~ 
nector which together with a cooperating ridge connec 
tor on the companion upper chord section forms a cou 
ple interconnecting the adjacent ends of the chord sec 
tions. 
The ridge connector, indicated generally at 30, thus 

comprises a bearing plate 32 arranged substantially ver 
tically, with planar dimensions substantially correspond 
ing to the dimensions of the squared end surface of upper 
chord section 12. The ‘base of a tongue 34 is ?xed cen 
trally to the inner face of the bearing plate. It extends 
inwardly substantially normal to the plane of bearing 
plate 32. It is generally arcuate in contour to conform 
to the arcuate contour of slot 18a in which it is received. 
Its outer portion, which is enlarged to provide increased 
strength, is provided with a transverse opening 36 dimen 
sioned to receive a transverse pin 22a. 

Bearing plate 32 also mounts at least one coupling 
plate 38. Preferably there are two such coupling plates, 
both of which extend outwardly from the outer face of 
bearing plate 32, substantially normal thereto and sub 
stantially parallel to each other, in spaced relation. It is 
to be noted that the coupling plates of one of ridge con 
nectors 30 are slightly offset laterally with respect to the 
cooperating coupling plates of the companion ridge con 
nector so that all four plates may be interleaved in the 
?nal assembly in the manner shown in FIG. 3. 
The coupling plates are formed with transverse open 

ings 40, all of which are aligned in the ?nal assembly 
to permit entry of a coupling bolt 42 with nut 43 by 
means of which the two ridge connectors releasably are 
coupled together. 

Further included in the ridge connector is a lower 
web 44. This is arranged in a horizontal plane. Its base 
is ?xed to the lower margin of the inside face of bearing 
plate 32. It underlies and is ?xed also to vertical coupling 
plate 34. 

Still further, there is provided an upper web 46. Like 
lower web 44, web 46 lies in a susbtantially horizontal 
plane. However, its base is ?xed to the upper margin of 
the outer surface of bearing plate 32. It overlies and is 
?xed to coupling plates 38. 

All of the foregoing elements preferably are formed 
integrally with each other in a casting of suitable dimen 
sions and contour. In this casting, upper web 46, hearing 
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plate 32 and lower web 44 have the characteristic Z-shape 
particularly evident in FIG. 4. 
The ?ve component parts of the ridge connector thus 

cooperate in providing an assembly which achieves the 
desired result. 

Bearing plate 32, which bears against the squared end 
of chord section 12, takes the compressive stress placed 
upon the truss joist and transmits it to a bolt 42. It also 
serves as a base which supports the other elements of 
the connector. 

Tongue 34 with associated pin 22a connects the con 
nector in tension to chord section 12. In addition, the 
pin takes part of the vertical load applied to the truss 
joist. It serves as an index or reference point ‘for cutting 
o? the upper chord section at exactly the proper length 
to maintain proper camben. It takes the tension load 
of the truss joist during construction. It also takes the 
coupling load between the stiffening members. 

Coupling plates 38, in cooperation with bolt 42, couple 
the two ridge connectors together at the established angle 
of camber. They take the compressive stresses transmitted 
to them from hearing plates 32. 
Lower web 44 forms with the bearing plate a seat or 

pocket receiving the end of the upper chord section. To 
gether with pin 22a it takes the vertical load. In addition, 
it acts as a sti?ener for the vertically arranged tonque. 
Upper web 46 also assists in bearing and transmitting 

the stresses applied to the connector. In particular, it 
serves as a stiffener for vertically arranged coupling 
plates 38. 
To mount the ridge connector on the truss joist 

assembly, upper chord sections 12 are cut to proper length 
using opening 20 as an index or reference point. Tongue 
34 then is inserted in the resulting slot 18:: and pin 22a 
inserted. The connector thus is mounted on the end of 
the upper chord section, with the latter ?rmly seated in 
the pocket provided by the inner face of bearing plate 
32 and the upper surface of web member 44. 
The cooperating ridge connector then is mounted on 

the adjacent end of the companion upper chord section 
12 with the result that outwardly projecting coupling 
plates 38 of the two connectors are interleaved in the 
manner shown in FIG. 3. This aligns the openings through 
all of the coupling plates, as well as the openings through 
the upper ?attened ends of truss joist links 16. As a con 
sequence, bolt 42 may be slipped through all of the 
aligned openings and secured with lock nut 44, irrespec 
tive of the angle at which the upper chord sections are 
placed with respect to each other, and the resulting 
camber of the resulting pitched truss joist. 

It is to be understood that the form of my invention 
herewith shown and described is to be taken as a pre 
ferred example of the same, and that various changes in 
the shape, size and arrangement of parts may be resorted 
to without departing from the spirit of my invention, or 
the scope of the subjoined claims. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. In combination with a pitched truss joist comprising 

a lower chord, a cambered upper chord including two 
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sections arranged end to end at a predetermined angle to 
each other, and a plurality of links interconnecting the 
upper and lower chords, the adjacent upper chord sec 
tion ends being provided with central, longitudinally ex 
tending slots intercepting the planes of the chord section 
ends, a ridge connector comprising a pair of connector 
members each including 

(a) a vertical bearing plate having an inner face abut 
ting one of the adjacent upper chord section ends, 

(b) a vertical tongue received in the slot in the chord 
section, connected to the inner face of the bearing 
plate and extending inward substantially normal 
thereto, 

(0) securing means securing the tongue to the chord 
section, 

(d) at least one vertical, apertured coupling plate con 
nected to the outside face of the bearing plate and 
extending outwardly substantially normal thereto, 

(e) the coupling plates of the pair of connector mem 
bers lapping each other with the apertures thereof 
in registry, and 

(f) coupling pin means removably penetrating the 
registering apertures in the coupling plates of the 
pair of connector members. 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein each connector 
member includes a horizontal bottom plate connected to 
and extending inwardly from the bottom margin of the 
bearing plate, a?ixed to and underlying the tongue and 
underlying the associated chord section. 

3. The combination of claim 1 wherein each connector 
member includes a top horizontalv plate connected to and 
extending outwardly from the top margin of the bearing 
plate, a?ixed to and overlying the coupling plate. 

4. The combination of claim 1 wherein the end of the 
tongue of each connector member is transversely aper~ 
tured and wherein the securing means comprises a pin 
penetrating the aperture through the tongue and the asso 
ciated chord section. 
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